1. **Product description**

Anchor device composed by a fixing plate for fragile structures and an anchor point approved for one operator. The plate has been designed to house clips and, thanks to the adjustment slots, it ensures a good range of adaptation to the step of the sheet corrugation. Complete with 4 Z type S-5! clips for Ribroof, Klip-Rip, Klip-Lok type roofs with T-profiles.

2. **Features**

- **Dimensions:** 107x90x60 mm
- **Material:** AISI 304 stainless steel
- **Finish:** natural
- **Mounting on LDV023 plate:** 1 steel M12x40 mm hex head screw with nut and flat washer.
- **Mounting to structure:** 4 Z type clips
- **Weight:** 3.57 Kg